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Book #8 inÂ the 9-part Purge of Babylon seriesStart the series with Book #1 at:
amzn.to/1u4DUL4________________________________________SOME THINGS ARE STILL
WORTH FIGHTING FOR.Killing has never been something Keo shied away from, but the events of
the last year have made him rethink his bloody past. Except nothing lasts forever. Now, Keo has
embraced his old ways and set his sights on a new target--and there is nothing more dangerous
than a man with nothing to lose.For Lara and those on the Trident, an encounter with a new group
of survivors pulls them even further off course. It doesn&apos;t seem to matter how hard Lara tries
to steer clear of Mercer&apos;s war on the ghouls; fate seems intent on drawing her into the
conflict.Meanwhile, the fighting rages in Texas, with Mercer&apos;s kill teams roaming the land and
collaborators on war footing. Caught in the middle, Danny, Gaby, and Nate are desperate to reach
the coast, but find themselves pawns in a nightmarish game of cat and mouse instead.In this
penultimate volume in The Purge of Babylon series, loyalties will be tested and destinies embraced,
and the road to salvation will finally be revealed to those brave enough to answer the call of the
Horns...
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This book is nearly everything I anticipated â€“ a raw ride through a post-apocalyptic world that
continues with verve and nail-gnawing encounters. The characters and their relationships manage
to remain central, despite the hectic action. There are new people to meet and even those who
appear briefly are vividly drawn.However, I had to dock it one star and hereâ€™s whyâ€¦SPOILER
ALERT: Warning warning. Turn back. Just know youâ€™re going to enjoy this book and go get it.
Unless curiosity has you by the throat, in which case, please continue.Iâ€™ve been devouring this
series at speed and put in my pre-order for this book with huge anticipation, waiting for the moment
when Danny realises Will is his guardian ghoul. The lead up was handled perfectly, especially
Dannyâ€™s growing suspicion, balanced by both scepticism and disbelief. I was on the edge of my
bed (reading late) waiting for the momentâ€¦Which was when the story cut away. O-okay. The
authorâ€™s going to make me work for it. I can be patient. Yeah, fat chance â€“ page skipping
ensued, but all to no avail.The reunion reveal of this great bromance was AWOL. The story skipped
to Gabyâ€™s POV instead. Gaby? Youâ€™re kidding me, right? What a tease from the author.
Gaby did describe some of Dannyâ€™s reaction to his discovery, so the scene wasnâ€™t without
reward, but it could-a, would-a, should-a been a hell of a lot more satisfying. A huge reader payoff
fizzled. Ouch.Iâ€™d really like to reach out to the author and say â€œplease donâ€™t do this with
the next big revealâ€•. When Lara and Will are reunited we need to see it all. From Laraâ€™s point
of view. Sheâ€™s going to be more affected by this scene than anyone else and we readers are
vicarious vampires just dying to live through her. Show us every second of her anguished joy and
other crazy, mixed-up emotions. Consider yourself told, Mr Sisavath.Otherwise, keep up the good
work!

I enjoyed the beginning of this series, but the author keeps telling the same story, over and over
again. Heroes find apparent sanctuary, heroes venture forth into enemy territory. Heroes get
captured, chased, or otherwise hassled. Heroes escape, overcoming incredible odds. Repeat over
and over. I will read through to the bitter end because I am a little bit invested in the characters. But
there has been no character development since the second book, so I'm just waiting to get to the
end of the darn story!

I bless the day I stumbled upon this author and this series, Every book is amazing and this one

surely doesn't disappoint. Sam really has a gift in storytelling and I love going along for the ride. If
you love post apocalyptic fiction or just want to read an awesome series, please read it, it's so worth
it.

Not bad, pretty much the same as the last three or four books in series. But this time you get the
sense that the author is finally approaching the conclusion. Maybe just one more book ? I know I
swore off this series after book 7, but book 8 was available in kindle unlimited, so I went for it.
Otherwise not really worth the money.

I have to say the ending came too quick. Otherwise a good read. I just couldn't put it down. Now I
can't wait for the next book. Could you possibly make it 1000 pages longer? Don't want the story to
end. Thanks for another good one!

This book is the best of the Road to Babylon series! I liked the fact that the author kept going back &
forth between the characters so you knew exactly what was going on. Normally I don't like a book
that does that with characters, but this was done so well that you always knew what Lara, Danny,
Keo and yes, even Will were doing. Danny was his usual comic self, Lara did get a little boring with
her guilt trips over sending people out that died, Keo was Keo all the way and kept me on the edge
of my seat to see exactly what he was going to do to Mercer. I still can't believe what happened with
Will, but it sure makes for a good story line! All the characters become friends and you don't want
anything to happen to them, but understand when/if it does. I highly recommend this book and the
entire series. They are great books with great characters and so well written that at night, you
almost expect to see ghouls!

I'll warn you ahead of time, this might end up long.I started reading when I was 3 yrs old and I've
spent at least half my life with my nose in a book. Or a few inches from a Kindle screen. (I'll be 50 in
December.)I read Mandingo when I was in 4th grade along with a book about Bonnie and Clyde and
a romance novel called Savage in Silk. Over the years since then I've read about 15-20 Stephen
King books-to include The Stand and Tommyknockers, the entire Left Behind series and The Sword
of Truth series. Just this past year, in addition to this amazing series, I've read the Walking Dead
novels and the entire Zombie Fallout series. So you can see, I'll read just about everything.This-The
Purge of Babylon series-has blown me away. I've loved the storyline, the characters, the way it's
written and the fact I can hold all 9 books on my Kindle.If an author is any good, the book(s) will play

out in my mind like I'm watching a movie.The Purge of Babylon would be an amazing movie ðŸ˜Š
Sam Sisavath has written a series that would make blockbuster movies!! No doubt in my mind.
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